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Introduction
   Thanks for purchasing our products.The product is specifically 
researched and developed for  traffic accident which is hard to 
obtain evidence in modern times,but also to use in other 
occasions.Dash Cam can be used for meeting records, monitoring 
forensics, location shooting, video evidence, etc.,enrich your life 
with more functions in a monitor.This product integrates of leader 
wide dynamic digital camera,real-time,cycle video,wide angle 
camera,replay,motion detection technology and so on.It is popular 
with fashionable and top design.Please read carefully before using.
This manual will help you know how to install and operate,also for 
product parameter and cautions.And please take the subject as 
standard cause the specification will be updating.Factory can 
change technology directly without prior notice.

1.Use the original charger we provide.
2.In order to confirm the warranty,please don’t disassemble 
   privately.
3.It is better to call a professional man if you want to change the 
   power circuit.

Notice

It is better to install near by mirror in order to get a best view.For 
making sure a good effection even in rainny,please confirm if the 
lens is in the range of windshield.Don’t use finger to touch the lens,
it will leave subem and lead to blur.So please clean the lens 
periodically.

Installation instruction

Violate copyright/Privacy announcement
Please notice this product is used personally only and don’t violate 
the copyright /privacy law inland or abroad. That is to say the video 
only used by personal and can’t be published.In addition,it may 
violates copyright or law while be used for show,exhibition or 
business.
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Structure instruction
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Structure instruction
Host button and slot instruction

 NO       NAME                                           Operating instrution

1          USB USB slot for power and TPMS signal input

2          AV IN 
Double record function,(Only the double record dash cam 
has this function)

3         Power Press and hold as switch key;Short press as a screen saver 
function key.

4         Return Restart the system

5     Microphone Recorder

6       Card slot A slot for memory card，please insert with correct direction.

7     Bracket slot Slot for bracket installation；

8          LED Choose to light while in the dark.

9       Speaker Voice Announcements

10         Lens Please keep clean 

11  Video 
indicator light  Blue light will flash while power on with memory card.

12 
Power 

indicator light Red light will be ON while power on.

13     Screen 3 inches screen    

14 M menu 
button

Press to get into menu interface in standby.Press and hold 
as a power for light.

15 UP
Press as a lock key in video mode,Press as a UP key in 
menu mode.

16  DOWN  

Press as a DOWN key in menu mode,Press and hold to 
get into TPMS in video mode,Press and hold to get into 
recording at TPMS states. (It is convinient to start this 
function if you need to pair TPMS) 

17           OK Press as a confirm key.Press and hold as a switch key for 
LED in video mode.
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Installation
1、Insert the memory card: Please insert the memory card with a 
      correct direction until clicks,to be sure insert in place.Memory 
      card must be High Speed card because video storage is 
      running fast （CLASS10 above）。

Notice：Use the recorder to format and match card if 
use a new card first time.

2、Take out the memory card:Press the card and pop from slot.
Notice:Don’t take out or insert the memory card while 
power on,to advoid damage the card.

3、Install in front of the mirror of windshield inside the car.
（1）Fitting with bracket is pasted on glass to keep parallel,.
（2）Fitting bracket is Push-Pull,aim slot with the bracket after 
         fixing.stands,push to go on.

4、Connection of power supply
Please use the factory standard original charger,the one end of 
the car charger connected to USB slot and then usd the end of 
car charger to insert cigarette port.It will Auto-start once power.

Install Dash Cam

Notice：Wire can be hidden by car windshield decoration 
board and install car charger extension cord along the top，
like picture above.
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Dash Cam setting
5、Switch

（1）Auto ON/OFF：the device will turn on automatically once the
         engine is started,that is to auto record video while power on,
         save and turn off the power in 10s once car switch off.
（2）Manual ON/OFF：Press and hold       to turn on and off. 

Dash Cam initial setup
Set date and clock：
1、Need to press OK to get into standby states due to the dash 
      cam has a function for recoding automatically while ON.
2、Press M to get into menu in standby states;Press      or       to 
      select the “Setting” and then press OK,Press M to choose       ，
      then press      or       to select “clock” and press OK. 
3、Press      or       to adjust the value，then press OK to set 
      another value.Finally,press M to exit after finishing the clock 
      setting.

Setting WIFI

1、Turn on DVR and press OK,press M to Menu,  press     or   
      select “Setup”,then press OK to “setting”,press M to select 
      “      ”, press     or     to “Download APP” ,then press OK，
      show three kinds of two-dimentional code, scan the matching 
      one to download APP and connect.
2、At “      ”, press     or     to“WIFI Information”，press OK then 
     will show the model of WIFI,SSID:CAREUD DVR，
     PWD:12345678。
3、At “      ”, press     or     to “WIFI”，press OK, press     or     
     “ON”, press OK to turn on WIFI.（If want to turn off
     WIFI,choose “OFF”,then press OK）

Dashcam can connect with Android,Iphoneor Tablet PC 
by WIFI,step as below:
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Dash Cam setting

Change WIFI secret code 
1、After connect DVR with mobile or tablet PC,Named for WIFI 
     according to yourself then change the cecret code.

4、Turn on WIFI on tablet PC or mobile，find out DVR WIFI model,
      SSID:CAREUD DVR to connect，PWD:12345678.
5、Click “Connect the Camera” on APP.
6、After connect APP with DVR,DVR will show “       ”and camera 
     shooting on mobile or tablet PC，also can setting DVR function 
     on APP.
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1、Press M to stop video and then switch to main interface,Press
      or    to select to photo function and press OK,screen will
      show the photo icon at the upper left corner.
2、Short press OK to take photos.If screen flash while take a photo,
      that means finish.

1、Press OK to stop record if in recording.
2、Short press M,switch to the main interface;Press    or    to 
      select to playback function and then press OK to get into 
      playback mode, screen will show the icon at the upper left corner.

Dash Cam operation
Recorder camera operation
1、When the car engine starts, the device automatically turns on 
     and begins recording.When the car flame out, it will automatically 
     stop recording,or press OK. to stop record manually.
Notice：Some cars charger interface is often powered and will 
continue to supply when the engine is stalled.Please take the step 
as follow if meet this case:Manually press switch on the device, or 
take out the car charger from the cigarette port.
2、Other types of camera: Press OK button, then start recording;
 Notice：
⑴ The camera will be saved once every 3 or 5 minutes,please 
     refer to the cycle camera menu.
⑵Video will be saved in memory card,the card will cover the original 
    one if it is filled.
⑶For gravity sensors or urgent video, the video cannot be
    automatically covered and needs to be manually removed

Operation of recorder photo

Video/Photo playback operation

3、Urgent video
Notice：The device will stop at present video and not be covered
if open the gravity sense function and detect the crash.
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Recoder will save and lock the file when press      in recording.

1、Press OK buttion to stop record if recording
2、Press M to get into main interface，select setting and then press
      OK to enter,select what you need to set on menu.Press M to 
      switch menu mode.
3、Press      or      ,you can loop UP and DOWN in each set item
4、Select which need to change and press OK to set.
5、Press M to return after setting.

Dash Cam Operation 
3、Press      or       vand select the file . 
4、Press OK to play or stop the video.

Menu setting operation

Special function：
1、Gravity sense function

When the gravity acceleration starts, the machine automatically
saves the video as an undeleted file. Gravity  sense can be 
adjusted High-Medium-Low-Off in menu. 

2、Add lock to file function

3、Motion detection function
Main interface will show         after start Motion,short press OK to 
star camera,camera will Auto-switch to Motion detection standby 
after 10s.When sense motive objects,recorder will start camering. 
video icon will flash;Time to start motion detection is 10 to 30s,
then enter into standby automatically after ending motion. the icon 
        will stop flash;It will restart the camera function when detect 
motion of some objects. 

4、Introduction of battery
Use the polymer lithium battery.

5、RESET
If the recorder display abnormally or crashed while using,you can
 use a small needle to catch the RESET key and then reset.
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Interface
Icon of video interface

1、       ：Recording icon,camera shooting；

：Flash in red indicates camera shootings;

2、               ：Recording time；
3、         ：Gravity sense icon；icon will be showed after starting the 
                  gravity sensing;In the camera process, when the external 
                  vibration exceeds the set value,it will lock video camera 
                  currently, save the file can not be deleted and covered；
4、         ：Icon to display when video is locked；G-sensor starting,
                  A key icon appears on the screen, indicating that the 
                  current video is a lock video；

5、1080FHD：Video resolution Icon；to show the current video 
                        resolution
6、       ：Motion detection icon；When the icon is displayed to the
                left of the screen，indicating the function is ON.
7、       ：Night vision closed；    

             ：Night vision opened；

00:00:00

2017.01.01 22:16:49
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8、         ：Vedio time；3 minutes、5 minutes、closed；video can 
      not be covered automatically if chooes close in a filled card.

Icon of taking photos

9、        ：Sound recording opened；      ：Sound recording closed；

Open or close the icon and show synchronously in setting menu,
indicats the sound record opened or closed.

10、2017/01/01 ：show the current date,please do a initial setup 
        before using；
11、22：16：49 ：show the current standard time；please do a 
       initial setup before using；

12、           ：Charging；          ：Battery level；

13、           ：A wide dynamic icon that indicates that the function is 
      started when the icon is displayed to the left of the screen. It is 
      recommended to open on a regular condition. Wide dynamic 
      indicates that the image will automatically adjust the brightness 
      value according to the special bright spot and the special dark 
      part of the scene, so that the dark can be seen clearly. A wide 
      dynamic range is the ratio between the brightest luminance 
      signal and the darkest light signal that the image can discern.

8M

1 2 3

Interface
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Setting menu
Setting menu

General menu           Introduction                                Usable option

Clock

Auto Power Off

Date and time

Set Auto OFF and ON Close、1minute、2minutes、
3minutes

Set year,month,day,hour,minute,
second

Beep

Light set Off、On

During the operation,the 
key with a sound or not Off、On

Language  Language of manu   

English,Chinese,Japanese,
Traditional Chinese,Francais,
Português,Deutsch,Italiano,
Espanol,Pусский

TV mode

50HZ、60HZ，China can 
choose 50HZ

PAL、NTSC

Frequency Frequency of flash light

LCD Off Set screen saver time 
while working

TPMS screen saver、1 Minute、
3 Minutes、Off

License No set Input the license No and
showed on the video Ex：JA00000

Default Restore default Cancel、OK

Version Factory version of device Version No.

1、       ：Icon of taking photos，indicates taking photo mode；

3、          ：Icon of charging；           ：Icon of battery level；

2、8M  ：Resolution；Optional :12M、8M、5M。

WIFI

WIFI 
Information

SSID:CAREUD DVR  
PWD:12345678  

Download APP
Scan the two-dimensional 
code,download APP and 
connect.

Android、Google Play、ios

On、Off
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Setting menu
Setting Menu

 Vedio menu               Introduction                                 Usable option
Video 

Resolution

Record 
Time

Set the video definition

Set the track per video Off,3 Minutes,5 Minutes;Filled car 
can not be covered if chooes Off

1080P 、720P 60fps、720P 30fps、
 WVGA、VGA

Time-lapse 
Record

Off、1 Seconds、2 Seconds、
3 Seconds

Tire pressure  Off、On   

Starlight night 
vision Off、On

WDR

Motion 
detection Off、On

Off、On

Video automatically when 
detects moving in standard

Wide dynamic adjust light 
automatically Off、On，Suggest On all the time

Audio Audio function be On/Off

Gravity 
sensing

Video which happen 
crashed will never be 
covered.

High、Medium、Low、Off

Camera menu Instroduction Usable option

Capture mode Single、5s Timer、10s Timer

Image size

Quality

Exposure
Lack of exposure, dim 
screen, need to fill the
light

+0.0、-1/3、-2/3、-1.0、-4/3、
-5/3、-2.0、+2.0、+5/3、+4/3、
+1.0、+2/3、+1/3

Fine、Medium、Normal

Strong、Normal、Soft

Normal,B&W,Sepia

Auto,Daylight,Cloudy,Tungsten

12M、8M、5M

Sharpness

Color

White balance
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Setting Menu

Setting menu

Playback menu

Delete

Protect

Introduction Usable option

Delete current？Delete all？

Lock One,Unlock One,Lock All,
Unlock All.
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  Name Hidden high definition driving recorder 

Feature Touch key with light 

G-sensor Built-in (Emergency save in case of car accident, 
not deleted)

LCD Screen Size 3.0LTPS 16:9

Lens 138 degree A+ resolution super wide angle lens

Language Russian、English、Chinese（simplified）、
Chinese（traditional）、Korean、Janpanese

File formats MOV

Video resolution 1920*1080P    1280*720P

Videotape formats H．264, Audio: AAC

Color image Standard

Loop recording Loop video recording

On/Off with the car Power on if the car switch on,Power off if switch off.

Motion detection function Support

Time Support

DDR Storage(Totally:1024MB)
Camera mode 1200M

Photo formats JPEG

Memory card TF(Max 32GB)

Microphone Support

Audio Support

LED Support

Video formats PAL/NTSC
Current frequency

WIFI function Support

50HZ/60HZ

Power input 5V 1.5A

Battery Lithium battery

Specification form
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Problem and solutions
In normal operating conditions, such as product abnormal 
problems, please refer to the method to solve：

Can not turn on
Check if the recorder connect with car charger correctly;Check if
the indicator light is normal with manual power on;Press RESET
and restore the defult if it is caused by program. 
  
Automatically stop the camera, or do not cycle the camera：
Due to the huge video data,it is possible to cause card can not keep 
up with the speed.Please use high-speed TF cards such as C10. 
Also,Non-cycle camera may cause by gravity sensing opened and 
all the files locked.Please close the gravity sensing and formats the 
memory card.。

Time of cycling camera is different with setting:
Please check if the motion detection opens,Because tracks of 
camera in motion detection is depended on picture moving. 

Film is not clear：
Please check if there are dirt or finger traces on lens,wipe and keep 
it clean.

Effection of film sometimes good or bad:
Camera effect is related to the lightness more,such as front light,
back light and strength of light etc.

 Fringes interference in the image：
It is cause by setting a wrong “Light frequency” in daylight.
Frequency in China is “50HZ” 

Halted while working
Press“RESET” to restore and restart the recorder.

Problem and solutions




